We are Hakola – a family company from a village called Jurva in South West Finland.
Furniture making runs in our blood. In 1963 Eero Hakola sold his cows, converted his
barn into a workshop and started making furniture. Today, our team of skilled local
carpenters and the most talented young Finnish designers continue the work Eero started
furniture, but currently we are incorporating a variety of interior decoration products as
a part of our expanding collection. We are committed to proudly advancing the tradition
of high-quality carpentry and design tradition in Finland.
very successful in the Finnish market. We are thrilled to now introduce you to our new

ROUND table is simple in form and structure, yet a showpiece for any interior. The round
table top functions as a blank canvas for funky everyday objects -or for wine glasses
when gathering around with friends. Designed by Ines Vartiainen and Fanni Suvila.
LIPPA is a multifunctional shelving system designed to meet the challenges of storing

RIIPPU is a hanging shelving system with ceramic jars. The jars can be used for plant cultivation or for storaging. The innovative structure is designed to serve the function flexibly,
and to create new exciting possibilities for cultivation and storaging. Riippu can be
placed on a wall, by a window, or hanged freely in a room. Designed by Samuli Helavuo.

Hakola Oy is a family company established in 1993 in a village called Jurva in South West
Finland. Furniture has, however, been manufactured by the family since 1963, when Eero Hakola
today has 8 employees as well as a big number of subcontractors in South West Finland. Today

company is incorporating a variety of interior decoration products as a part of their collection. In
own web-shop.
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